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Abstract. Affective computing aim to provide simpler and more natural
interfaces for human-computer interaction applications, e.g. recognizing
automatically the emotional status of the user based on facial expressions
or speech is important to model user as complete as possible in order to
develop human-computer interfaces that are able to respond to the user’s
action or behavior in an appropriate manner. In this paper we focus on
audio-based emotion recognition. Data sets employed for the statistical
evaluation have been collected through Wizard-of-Oz experiments. The
emotional labels have been are defined through the experimental set up
therefore given on a relatively coarse temporal scale (a few minutes)
which This global labeling concept might lead to miss-labeled data at
smaller time scales, for instance for window sizes uses in audio analysis
(less than a second). Manual labeling at these time scales is very difficult
not to say impossible, and therefore our approach is to use the globally
defined labels in combination with instance/sample selection methods.
In such an instance selection approach the task is to select the most rel-
evant and discriminative data of the training set by using a pre-trained
classifier. Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) features are used
to extract relevant features, and probabilistic support vector machines
(SVM) are applied as base classifiers in our numerical evaluation. Confi-
dence values to the samples of the training set are assigned through the
outputs of the probabilistic SVM.

Keywords: Emotion Recognition, Human Computer Interaction, In-
stance Selection, Active Learning.

1 Introduction and Motivation

In supervised learning a large amount of labeled training data has to be col-
lected in order to construct models of acceptable prediction accuracy, and so in
pattern recognition or data mining application the training set design is one of
the most important parts of the overall process. Designing a training set means
pre-processing the raw data, selecting the relevant features, selecting the repre-
sentative instances (samples), and labeling the samples for application at hand.
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Labeling data is time consuming, expensive (e.g. at least in cases where more
than one expert must be asked), and of course error-prone. On the other hand, in
many pattern recognition applications, such as classification of text documents,
remote sensing, or image/video classification, big pools of unlabeled data are
available [5,17].

Emotion classification from audio data is a challenging pattern recognition
task. Experiments on acted emotional data sets show the human perception
capability is similar to the performance of automatic classifiers, particularly hu-
mans produce high error rates on emotional data sets, higher than in many
other recognition tasks [4]. Labeling emotional data sets is extremely difficult
and time consuming, and therefore specific annotation tools must be applied in
this task [12], in particular when real world emotional data has to be analyzed,
i.e. the emotional utterances are naturalistic emotions in real human-computer-
interaction (HCI) scenarios, for instance in Wizard-of-Oz settings [6,19]. In nat-
uralistic HCI scenarios emotional utterances are mainly neutral, typically only a
few low intensity emotional patterns can be observed in such data streams. The
annotation of such WoZ data is usually driven through the experimental design.

Instance selection deals with searching for a small subset S of the original
training set T , such that a classifier trained on S shows similar, or even bet-
ter classification performance than a classifier trained on the full data set T
[9,2,11,7]. We will present confidence-based instance selection criteria for prob-
abilistic support vector machines based on cross-validation. The statistical eval-
uation of the proposed selection method has been performed on task of affect
recognition from speech. Classes are not defined very well in this type of applica-
tion and therefore lead to data sets with high label noise. Numerical evaluations
on these data sets show that classifiers can benefit from instance selection not
only in terms of computational costs but even in terms of classification accuracy
[3,15,10,13].

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 the data set and feature ex-
traction procedure are briefly described, then in section 3 an overview on the
base classifiers is given. Results are discussed in section 4 and a preliminary
conclusion with future work is given in section 5.

2 Data Collection and Feature Extraction

The data used to validate the architecture was collected in a Wizard-of-Oz ex-
periment where human-computer interaction (HCI) is simulated [8]. Within the
study, the computer interacts as a mental trainer of the popular game ”Concen-
tration” while the subjects are able to control the system using short speech com-
mands. The setup induces emotions according to the Valence-Arousal-Dominance
(VAD) model [16] using the following affective factors:

– Delaying the response of a command
– Non-execution of the command
– Simulating incorrect speech recognition
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– Offering technical assistance
– Lack of technical assistance
– Propose to quit the game ahead of time
– Positive feedback

The procedure of emotion induction is structured in different experimental se-
quences (ES-4 and ES-6) in which the user is passed through VAD octants by
the investigator. Within this study we focus on the recognition of the emotional
octants in ES-4 and ES-6 (positive valence, low arousal, high dominance versus
negative valence, high arousal, low dominance). The database used consists of 6
subjects with an average age of 63.5 years. Audio, video and physiological data
was recorded. In this approach only the audio part was used for classification.

In order to extract the speech non-speech segments from the recorded au-
dio, an energy-based threshold was defined. The energy was determined using a
window of 40ms. From this signal, Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC)
features with a 20 dimensional filter bank were calculated [18]. The windows are
shifted with an offset of half the respective window size. This results in about
3000 feature vectors per individual, which in average are equally balanced on
the both experimental parts.

3 Methodology

In our architecture we propose the utilization of a Support Vector Machine
(SVM). The SVM is a supervised learning method following the maximum mar-
gin paradigm. The kernel trick increases the dimensionality of the feature space
and therefore allows non-linear non-linear separation surfaces. Within our study
we used the Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel, which transforms
the input data into the Hilbert space of infinite dimensions and is calibrated by
the parameter γ. Due to noise or wrong annotations it is convenient to have a
non-rigid hyper-plane, being less sensitive to outliers in training. Therefore, an
extension to the SVM introduces a so-called slack term that tolerates the amount
of misclassified data using the control parameter C. A probabilistic classification
output can be obtained using the method proposed by Platt et al. [14]. Detailed
information of the algorithm can be found for instance in [1].

Instance selection Algorithm

Input: Dataset T, Reduction amount r, Number of classes l

split Dataset T into N bags

FOR EACH t_i in T (i=1..N)

train SVM on T without t_i

classify each x in t_i

END FOR

remove all misclassified examples x from T
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build S by taking most confident r/l examples x of each class

train SVM on S

Output: Reduced Dataset S, SVM

First we use a cross-validation based approach to reclassify the complete
dataset. We split the original feature dataset T into N bags, using N − 1 bags
for training a probabilistic SVM. This SVM then is used to reclassify the left
out bag and mark each feature vector in it with its reclassification decision and
confidence. These procedure is repeated for each of the N bags. After marking
all feature vectors of the original dataset, the dataset is reduced by keeping only
the highest confident and correct reclassified instances. In addition a balancing
constraint of the two classes is achieve by taking the same amount of features
of each class, even if this implies that the chosen confidence thresholds for the
two classes differ. The reduced dataset S then is used to train a second stage
classifier where we again chose a probabilistic SVM.

Due to the fact that emotion recognition is a highly individual task, the in-
stance selection and SVM training task is done separately for each individual.

Fig. 1. Architecture of the instance selection based architecture

4 Statistical Evaluation

In this section, the statistical evaluation of the instance selection architecture is
described for the above mentioned data. First the first stage classifier is evalu-
ated which is used for the selection. In a second part the second stage classifiers
that where trained with the reduced dataset are evaluated. We used three dif-
ferent reduction intensities of 98%, 90% and 80% reduction from the original
dataset. The reduced dataset contains an equal balanced amount of feature vec-
tors from both classes. The SVM parameters where set to C = 2 and γ = 4·10−3.
Each individual result was evaluated by a 5 fold cross-validation procedure. The
individual results where combined by averaging the individual results.

In case of the default classification approach without reduction or rejection
we reached a classification accuracy of 65.9% and a F1 measure of 0.628. Adding
a rejection option of at least 0.95 classification confidence the classification ac-
curacy increases to 81.8% (F1 0.790). The amount of rejection is nearly linear to
the confidence threshold. This means that in case of 0.95 minimum confidence
about 90% of the decisions had been rejected.
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Fig. 2. Accuracy depending on confidence threshold of rejection. Average of all subjects.
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Fig. 3. F1 measure depending on confidence threshold of rejection. Average of all
subjects.

Adding the second stage trained with a 80% reduced dataset improved this
value. In case of rejectionless classification we reached a classification accuracy
of 68.5% with nearly half standard derivation compared to the classifier trained
on the whole dataset. Also the F1 measure got up to 0.681 with better standard
derivation.

Reducing the dataset to 2% of the whole set and adding a rejection option
with minimum confidence of 0.95 we achieved the best result. The classification
accuracy got up to 96% also the F1 measure improved to 0.965. In addition
the confidence derivation got better, more SVM classification decisions got high
confidence values. In case of rejection decision with less than 0.95 confidence we
got nearly twice the amount of decisions compared with the not reduced classifier.
Keeping in mind that the feature extraction is based on a shifted window with
offset of a half window, this implies that around 40% of the time-line is covered
with decisions. Or on the other hand the confidence threshold could be set up
to nearly 0.9 (Accuracy 87%) by still covering nearly the whole time-line with
decisions.

In all cases we could find an instance selection based architecture that
outperforms the well known standard SVM training approach in all cases (Accu-
racy, F1 measure, Standard Derivation and Confidence Derivation). Finally the
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computational cost for training and classification on a heavy reduced dataset is
highly decreased compared to training on a large dataset with lots of noisy data
in it.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Classifying the emotion is generally a difficult task when leaping from overacted
data to realistic human computer interaction. In this study the problem was
investigated with respect to the fact that only less parts of the dataset contain
intense emotion. The result of the evaluation is that the usage of instance selec-
tion can reduce the testing error, or reducing the standard derivation depending
on the chosen parameters.

Rejecting samples when classifying such kind of data turns out to be a sound
approach. Especially when the distribution of the classes in the data is heavily
overlapping. For future work, it could be promising to implement an iterative
classifier training procedure, were the training data can be rejected.

Using more than just the audio part of the dataset could also improve the
results, by using a co training multi classifier approach.
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